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Jokes About Mathematics
There are three people applying for the same job. One is a mathematician, one a statistician, and
one an accountant. The interviewing committee first calls in the mathematician. They say "we have
only one question. What is 500 plus 500?" The mathematician, without hesitation, says "1000." The
committee sends him out and calls in the statistician.
Math Jokes - Mathematician Jokes
Jokes Math Jokes Math Jokes. You don’t have to be a genius to nerd out on these smart math jokes.
That’s right, even dummies find them funny!
Math Jokes | Reader's Digest
More jokes about: dad, little Johnny, math, money Three men, a philosopher, a mathematician and
an idiot, were out riding in the car when it crashed into a tree. Before anyone knows it, the three
men found themselves standing before the pearly gates of Heaven, where St. Peter and the Devil
were standing nearby.
Best math jokes ever - Unijokes.com - 172 Math jokes
<< See All of our Jokes Categories Here! If you enjoyed this page, you may also like: Math Pick Up
Lines Math Yo Momma Jokes Chemistry Jokes Funny Knock Knock Jokes Blonde Jokes Nerdy Jokes
Physics Jokes Engineering Pick Up Lines
Math Jokes - Try These out in Mathematics Class!
100 Funny Math Jokes As a child I found mathematics very difficult to understand, this made me to
hate the subject, but now I think I have found something to like about mathematics, something that
will help me improve on my knowledge of the subject and am sure a lot of people will love this idea.
100 Funny Math Jokes - Chartcons
The best geometry jokes are right here . These funny math jokes for kids, parents, math teachers
and anyone who enjoys mathematics – especially geometry. You’ll find jokes about geometry and
other subject areas relating to geometry. There are jokes that some young kids will understand, but
is geared more towards older children.
Geometry Jokes | Funny Geometry Jokes - Fun Kids Jokes
I had a conversation recently about mathematics jokes, including some of the puns below, so here
is a full page of them. Some of them are a little niche, so might require a bit of explaining if maths
isn’t your thing.
Mathematics Jokes : Puns And One Liners
The selected jokes and sayings contain something essential about mathematics, the mathematical
way of thinking, or mathematical pop-culture. We have slightly edited and systematized selected
jokes, and added a few new ones. We are concerned that publication of sacral lecture jokes may
endanger the respect to math. teachers in freshmen classes.
Math jokes collection by Andrej and Elena Cherkaev
As a result, math jokes have an elemental role in the history of the internet. From the earliest
Usenet threads to the techiest subreddits, geeky math jokes — some implicit swipes at less-pure ...
13 Math Jokes That Every Mathematician Finds Absolutely ...
Four friends have been doing really well in their geometry class: they have been getting top grades
for their homework and on the midterm. So, when it's time for the final, they decide not to study on
the weekend before, but to drive to another friend's birthday party in another city - even though the
exam is scheduled for Monday morning.
Geometry Jokes - Math Jokes
The best math jokes are right here – these funny math jokes for kids, parents, teachers and anyone
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who enjoys mathematics. You’ll find jokes about basic math, geometry, calculus, algebra and other
subject areas relating to math.
Math Jokes for Kids | Fun Kids Jokes
Jokes about Math. A bunch of Polish scientists decided to flee their repressive government by
hijacking an airliner and forcing the pilot to fly them to a western country.
Math Jokes at WorkJoke.com - Profession Jokes
See TOP 10 math jokes from collection of 172 jokes rated by visitors. The funniest math jokes only!
Page 2.
Best math jokes ever - Unijokes.com - 172 Math jokes - page 2
I had a feeling these funny math jokes for kids would be a big hit with the kids (and Hubby)… I was
right. �� Are you a math-loving family? Do you have a collection of jokes about math or school jokes?
Share them in the comments! I find the best jokes in the comments of my jokes posts. 18 Really
Funny Math Jokes for Kids
18 Really Funny Math Jokes for Kids | Confidence Meets ...
Laugh at 67 really funny math jokes. We did our best to bring you only the best jokes about
mathematics. 1 What did the calculator say to the math student? You can count on me.
67 Really Funny Math Jokes | Laugh Away | Humoropedia
“Students nowadays are so clueless”, the math professor complains to a colleague. “Yesterday, a
student came to my office hours and wanted to know if General Calculus was a Roman war hero…”
A mathematician organizes a raffle in which the prize is an infinite amount of money paid over an
infinite amount of time. Of
Funny Math Jokes - Funny Jokes
Jokes – Mathematics of Marriage Marriage and Wedding Jokes A light hearted look at marriage and
romance. Suitable wedding jokes to incorporate into your speech. The oldest recorded exchange of
wedding rings can be traced to ancient Egypt, about 4,500 years ago. Mathematics of Marriage
More Mathematics of Marriage Who is there? Some Psychology Classic …
Mathematics of Marriage Funny wedding jokes. - Funny Jokes
101FunJokes has funny math jokes, nerd jokes, and school jokes. ... The mathematician remarks to
his fellow passengers: "If the last engine breaks down, too, then we'll be in the air for twenty-four
hours altogether!" A math student is pestered by a classmate who wants to copy his homework
assignment. ...
MATH JOKES - Jokes - 101 Funny Jokes
Explore Shannon Ross-Albers's board "math cartoons and jokes", followed by 172 people on
Pinterest. See more ideas about Jokes, Math humor and Math cartoons. Discover recipes, home
ideas, style inspiration and other ideas to try.
224 Best math cartoons and jokes images | Jokes, Math ...
The land of math is far removed from the land of jokes—unless you’re joking about how unbearable
math is, of course! Sure, basic arithmetic is tolerable enough, but it’s all downhill from there. So,
whether you’ve long put Geometry 101 behind you or are currently dreading an upcoming trig
exam, try to find some humor in the situation.
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